
From: Moody, Dustin (Fed)
To: Liu, Yi-Kai (Fed); Perlner, Ray A. (Fed); Chen, Lily (Fed); Jordan, Stephen P (Fed); Peralta, Rene C. (Fed); Daniel

C Smith (daniel-c.smith@louisville.edu) (daniel-c.smith@louisville.edu)
Subject: FW: My write-up in the PQC call
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 11:49:06 AM
Attachments: CFP v2- LEB.docx

From: Bassham, Lawrence E (Fed) 
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 11:32 AM
To: Moody, Dustin (Fed) <dustin.moody@nist.gov>
Subject: Re: My write-up in the PQC call
My sections. Let me know if you need more.
Larry
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2.B.2   In addition, each submission package is required to include Known Answer Test (KAT) values, which can be used to determine the correctness of an implementation of the candidate algorithm. The KATs are individual input tuples that produce single output values, e.g., an input tuple of a key and plaintext resulting in an output of the corresponding ciphertext. Separate KATs should be provided to exercise different aspects of the algorithm, e.g., key generation, encryption, decryption, sign, verify, etc. 	Comment by Moody, Dustin (Fed): Compare to SHA-3 FRN.  It had much more than this.	Comment by Bassham, Lawrence E (Fed): I deleted the Monte Carlo Test (MCT) stuff.  We don’t tend to have MCTs on asymmetric algorithms now.  KATs are good enough (and useful) to help you determine if your implementation is at least mostly correct. At this stage that’s all we need.  We can discuss MCTs when we get to a validation phase.
	Comment by Bassham, Lawrence E (Fed): “candidate” or “submitted”

The KATs shall be included as specified below. All of these KAT values shall be submitted electronically, in separate files, on a CD–ROM or DVD as described in section 2.C.4. 

Each file shall be clearly labeled with header information listing: 

1. Algorithm name,

2. Test name,

3. Description of the test, and

4. Key size. 	Comment by Bassham, Lawrence E (Fed): Or security strength?

Followed by a set of tuples where all values within the tuple shall be clearly labeled (e.g., Plaintext, Key, Ciphertext, etc.).	Comment by Bassham, Lawrence E (Fed): PublicKey, PrivateKey?	Comment by Bassham, Lawrence E (Fed): I could generate a sample file and we could link to it.

All applicable KATs shall be included that can be used to exercise various features of the algorithm. A set of KATs shall be included for each security strength specified in section 3. Required KATs include: 	Comment by Bassham, Lawrence E (Fed): Whatever might be the correct wording and section number for this.

i. If the candidate algorithm calculates intermediate values (e.g., internal rounds) for a computation (e.g., the encryption of a single block), then the submitter shall include known answers for those intermediate values for the computation for each of the required security strengths. Examples of providing such intermediate values are available at: http://www.nist.gov/ CryptoToolkitExamples. 

ii. If tables are used in the algorithm, then a set of KAT vectors shall be included to exercise every table entry. 

Note: The submitter is encouraged to include any other KATs that exercise different features of the algorithm (e.g., for permutation tables, padding scheme, etc.). The purposes of these tests shall be clearly described in the file containing the test values. 

2.C Optical Media

All electronic data shall be provided on a single CD-ROM or DVD labeled with the submitter’s name, and the algorithm name. 



2.C.1 Implementations	Comment by Moody, Dustin (Fed): Larry – need more?  Compare to SHA-3 FRN	Comment by Bassham, Lawrence E (Fed): We can discuss if we want an “Additional Implementations” for additional code optimized for other platforms.

[bookmark: _GoBack]Two implementations are required in the submission package: a reference implementation and an optimized implementation. The goal of reference implementation is to promote understanding of how the candidate algorithm may be implemented. Since this implementation is intended for reference purposes, clarity in programming is more important than efficiency. The reference implementation should include appropriate comments and clearly map to the algorithm description included in section ???? . The optimized implementation targeting the Intel x64 processor (a 64-bit implementation) is intended to demonstrate the performance of the algorithm. Both implementations shall consist of source code written in ANSI C.	Comment by Bassham, Lawrence E (Fed): Insert correct section number.

Both implementation shall be capable of fully demonstrating the operation of the candidate algorithm. This includes support for all core features of the algorithm, e.g., key generation, public key validation, digital signature generation, digital signature validation. 

A separate document specifying a set of cryptographic service calls, namely a cryptographic API, for the ANSI C implementations, will be made available at <web_page>. Both the reference implementation and the optimized implementation shall adhere to the provided API. Separate source code for implementing the KATs shall also be included and shall adhere to the provided API. 	Comment by Bassham, Lawrence E (Fed): Insert appropriate web page for the project.

The reference implementation shall be provided in a directory labeled: \Reference_Implementation. 

The optimized implementation shall be provided in a directory labeled: \Optimized_Implementation. 

NIST Reference Platform: Intel x64 running Windows or Linux and supporting the GCC compiler.

2.C.2 Known Answer Tests

The files on the CD–ROM or DVD shall contain all of the test values required under section 2.B.2 of this announcement. That section includes descriptions of the required tests, as well as a list of the values that must be provided. 

The required format for the test vectors will be specified by NIST at http://www.nist.gov/pqc-competition. 	Comment by Bassham, Lawrence E (Fed): Fix for appropriate web site

The test values shall be provided in a directory labeled: \KAT. 

2.C.3 Supporting Documentation 



To facilitate the electronic distribution of submissions to all interested parties, copies of all written materials must also be submitted in electronic form in PDF. Submitters are encouraged to use the thumbnail and bookmark features, to have a clickable table of contents (if applicable), and to include other links within the PDF as appropriate. 



This electronic version of the supporting documentation shall be provided in a directory \Supporting_Documentation



2.C.4  General Requirements for Optical Media



For the portions of the submissions that may be provided electronically, the information shall be provided on a single CD-ROM or DVD using the ISO 9660 format. This disc shall have the following structure:



• \README

• \Reference_Implementation

• \Optimized_Implementation

• \KAT

• \Supporting_Documentation



The “README” file shall list all files that are included on this disc with a brief description of each.



All optical media presented to NIST must be free of viruses or other malicious code. The submitted media will be scanned for the presence of such code. If malicious code is found, NIST will notify the submitter and ask that a clean version of the optical media be re-submitted.




